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Research on Overseas Operations by Member Companies 

The Research on Overseas Operations by Member Companies was
launched in 1982 to compile data on the overseas development of
member companies. Although the survey started later than the Survey
on Shipment Trends of Automotive Parts, it has become an important
indicator of the global development of the automotive parts industry.

The overseas business of our member companies has been expanding
year by year, and in order to keep up with this development, we have
changed the survey items and reporting format from this year.
The reason for this change is to "provide added value to the responding
companies, in addition to the fact that some of the survey items
themselves are not in line with the times“.

In making the changes, we redefined the purpose of the survey into the
following three categories: first, to create statistical data showing the
contribution of member companies to the global economy; second, to
identify common issues facing the parts industry through the survey
and reflect them in future projects of the association; and third, to
reduce the number of questions to member companies by collecting
information on overseas business trends in the parts industry in
general.
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In the FY2019 survey (released in December 2020), the first survey in
the new format, we examined the status of overseas expansion and
employment, trends in overseas sales, profit status by region, and local
procurement rates. As for the data, we have reviewed all items to
include data as far back as possible so that the history can be tracked.

For example, in terms of the total number of employees by region, the
data shows that the number of employees exceeded 1 million in fiscal
2017 and expanded to 1.48 million in 2019. This is proof that the
overseas expansion of the components industry is creating jobs.

In addition, the local procurement rate by region has generally been
maintained at 70%. Although there is a downward trend in all regions,
the results show that we are contributing to the local economy.
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Business Trend Survey

The Business Trend Survey is a quarterly survey that compiles figures
from the financial statements of listed companies whose sales ratio of
automotive parts is 50% or more and whose financial results can be
compared with those of the previous year. The survey was launched in
1996. The result is announced at the chairman's press conference held
biannually in June and December and is used as an indicator to
understand the actual business conditions of member companies.

The purpose of this survey is to provide an indicator of industry trends
by showing the business conditions of member companies based on
the data. The survey is also intended to be compiled by JAPIA so that it
can be used to confirm the status of member companies.

Unlike the Automotive Parts Shipment Trend Survey and the Research
on Overseas Operations by Member Companies, the data is surveyed
quarterly, making it the most comprehensive indicator of the current
market environment and business conditions.

The most recent "Business Trends of the Auto Parts Industry in the
Second Quarter of FY2020" released in December last year highlighted
the fact that the spread of COVID-19 is taking a heavy toll on auto parts
manufacturers.
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Of the 426 member companies, a total of 66 companies (listed
companies whose sales ratio of auto parts is 50% or more and for
which comparisons with the previous year are possible) reported a
25.5% decrease in sales compared to the same period of the previous
year, while operating income and net income were forced to post
losses.
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